
Traditions® Wood and Composite Shutters

SHUTTERS 
WOOD AND COMPOSITE



DISTINCTION

Shutters lend a structured strength, a rich 

architectural beauty, unmatched by other  

window treatments. Each custom-crafted shutter 

represents an investment in the beauty,  

value, and longevity of your home— 

a place where style and quality take center stage.

Graber Traditions® Wood and Composite Shutters 

are fashioned from only the finest materials.  

Our shutters feature not only timeless design and 

enduring quality, but also distinctive versatility 

that lets you master both your look and your light. 

Whatever your aesthetic, whatever your room
,
s 

requirements, Graber custom shutters reflect and 

enhance the one-of-a-kind character of your home. 

THAT LASTS A LIFETIME
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THAT SUITS YOU

VERSATILITY
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With myriad styles to choose from, Graber Shutters can be 
perfectly tailored to the needs of each window in your home. 
A variety of materials, colors, and options gives you the 
flexibility to design the right look for each room while still 
maintaining a consistent design throughout your home— 
all without sacrificing your light-control and privacy needs.

EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN 
FOR THE WHOLE HOME

Graber Shutters offer superior solutions for every window in 
your home, whatever your style, privacy, or light-control needs.

All products are shown as 3½" Wood Shutters with Direct Mount: Pearl 1922   
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DOUBLE-HUNG SHUTTERS

STANDARD SHUTTERS

STANDARD SHUTTERS WITH DIVIDER RAIL
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A REMARKABLE AMBIANCE

Envision your home filled with the welcoming warmth and richness of custom-crafted 
wood shutters—luxuriate in their decadent ambiance as you enjoy your ideal light and 
privacy. Graber Wood Shutters create an undeniably appealing atmosphere thanks to 
their superior craftsmanship, authentic materials, and exquisite attention to detail.

Hewn from responsibly harvested North American hardwoods, each wood shutter is 
dried and molded with individual care and attention in our Grayling, Michigan facility.  
The unique grains and characteristics of the natural wood shine through in every shutter, 
creating a gorgeously distinctive look. 
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3½" Wood Shutters with Z-Frame, and Hide-a-Tilt™ Control: Espresso 1716 

4½" Wood Shutters with Z-Frame, Divider Rail, and Hide-a-Tilt Control: Knotty Pine 1515

A PERSONALIZED DESIGN 

Our wide assortment of options and upgrades lets you realize your personal design 
vision for each shutter. Our custom color option even grants you the freedom to match 
the color of your shutters with other elements in your décor, creating a flawless look  
that’s truly one of a kind.

WOOD 
SHUTTERS
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Dining Room Windows: 3½" Composite Shutters with Z-Frame: Base White 2051   

Dining Room Arches: 3½" Composite Arched Panel Shutters with Z-Frame: Base White 2051   

Kitchen: 3½" Composite Shutters with Direct Mount: Base White 2051   

Showcase the distinctive beauty of shutters in 
high-humidity rooms. Graber Composite Shutters 
are made of resilient, high-caliber polymers 
specially designed to withstand moisture. They 
won’t fade, crack, or peel in humid environments, 
making them the ideal choice for kitchens, 
bathrooms, and laundry rooms. 

LASTING STRENGTH AND BEAUTY

COMPOSITE 
SHUTTERS
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   31/2" Wood French Door Shutters with Colonial L-Frame, Rectangular Cutout, and Hide-a-Tilt control: Walnut 1012

Accentuate your home's most distinguished features 
with Graber custom shutters. They conform to the needs of each window.

SPECIALTY SHAPES 
FOR UNIQUE WINDOWS

CUSTOM ARCHES 
Arch windows can be accented  

with a variety of common shapes  

or custom designed to fit the exact 

curve of unique windows.

ARCHED OR ANGLED PANELS 
Arched panels fit the rounded shape  

of full-arch windows, while angled panels 

accommodate slanting windows.

FRENCH DOORS 
Curved or rectangular cut-out options 

beautifully complement contemporary 

door handles or traditional door knobs.

DOUBLE-HUNG SHUTTERS 
One set of shutters is mounted  

above another set of shutters  

in the same window.

CAFÉ PANELS 
This classic style covers the bottom  

half of the window, allowing light to enter 

through the top half while protecting 

your privacy. 

BYPASS PANELS 
Panels slide on a horizontal track  

and stack neatly behind one another. 

Ideal for large windows and patio  

or closet doors. 

SPECIALTY
WINDOW SOLUTIONS

Specialty shutters unlock the design  
potential of your most exceptional windows.

Also available in wood specialties are bifold tracks, and bay and corner shutters.
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COORDINATE 
YOUR ENTIRE HOME

A shared color palette and an extensive selection 
of paints and stains make it easy to create a 

cohesive design throughout your home.

The shared color palette of Graber Wood and 
Composite Shutters—and Graber Wood and 
Composite Blinds—lets you achieve flawless 
color coordination. You can precisely match the 
composite shutters in your kitchen with the 
wood shutters in your living room. Or match your 
wood and composite shutters with your wood 
and composite blinds. And you can even match 
your wood and composite shutters and blinds 
with your home’s existing trim.

Whatever your desire, Graber Wood and 
Composite Shutters and Graber Wood and 
Composite Blinds give you a full range of 
coordination options throughout your home.

CREATE A COORDINATED LOOK

 Windows: 2" Composite Blinds with Cord Lift/Cord Tilt:  
 Silk White 2922 with 3" Majestic Valance

  Doors: 21/2" Composite French Door Shutters with Standard L-Frame  
and Rectangular Cutout: Silk White 2922
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Whether you want clean lines or a dramatic design, our assortment 
of options allows you to tailor your shutters to suit your aesthetic.

SELECT YOUR FINISHING TOUCHES

STANDARD TILT
Provides simple shutter 

operation and a 

traditional design.

21/2" LOUVERS
Classic louvers that 

complement the scale  

of smaller windows.

HIDE-A-TILT™

Placed on the back of  

the shutter panel, the 

hidden tilt bar provides  

a sleek look and a  

clear outdoor view.

31/2" LOUVERS
Mid-size louvers  

that increase your  

outdoor view and  

design versatility.

SPLIT TILT
Allows the upper and 

lower louvers to  

operate independently 

without a divider rail.  

Lets in light while still  

preserving privacy.

41/2" LOUVERS
Large louvers that 

provide the best  

outdoor view. Ideally 

proportioned for  

grand-scale windows.

SATIN  
NICKEL

STAINLESS  
STEEL

Fine-tune your design with decorative frame options, hinges in your choice of finishes, and other detailed touches. 

AN ELEGANT FINISH

L-FRAMES
A sleek outside-mount 

frame that highlights 

your shutters.

Z-FRAMES
An inside-mount frame 

that surrounds your 

shutter panels.

DECO FRAMES
An outside-mount frame 

that offers more intricate 

architectural detail.

HINGES
Hinges are available in six finishes to provide a 
beautiful accent to a wide array of paints or stains.

ANTIQUE  
BRASS

WHITE

OIL-RUBBED 
BRONZE

ASTRAGALS
Decorative detailing 

blocks the gap between 

panels for improved 

privacy and light control.

OFF  
WHITE

   3½" Wood Shutters with Standard Tilt Control; Saddle Brown 1694

DIVIDER RAIL
Allows the upper and lower 

half of each shutter to operate 

independently, letting in light  

while still preserving privacy.  

On tall windows, divider rails  

provide structural support and  

are automatically included.

DOUBLE MOUSE HOLE
Close the louvers by pushing  

the tilt bar up or down into either 

of the decorative cut-outs in the 

shutter panel. (Single mouse  

hole is standard. Double mouse 

hole allows you to close louvers  

in either the upwards or 

downwards position.)

RABBETED
A special cut on the side 

of the shutter allows the 

panels to overlap for 

improved privacy and 

light control. 
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